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1 CCF Components

Name of CCF VALDATE EVALDATE Bloks CAL XSCS

Changed Version Flag

EMOS1 DARKFRAME 2005-07-31T03:00:07 2005-07-31T19:45:01 OFFSET CCD1 NO

0015.CCF

EMOS1 DARKFRAME 2005-08-01T20:08:00 2005-08-01T22:55:00 OFFSET CCD1 NO

0016.CCF

EMOS1 DARKFRAME 2005-08-02T04:09:00 2005-08-02T18:36:00 OFFSET CCD1 NO

0017.CCF

2 Changes

The OFFSET bloks in the DARKFRAME CCFs reet the uploaded MOS �xed o�set tables.

Changes mentioned here are with respet to EMOS1 DARKFRAME 0014.CCF and

EMOS2 DARKFRAME 0014.CCF.

Following the appearane of the MOS1 CCD1 hot olumn at diagnosti RAWX = 323 (as a

result of the suspeted revolution 961 impat event) the on board o�sets for pixels in this olumn

were raised to 123 ADU for all modes.

Additionally, the analysis of MOS bakground maps shows a ontinued derease in bakground

for several MOS1 and MOS2 CCDs by, typially, � 1 ADU per year. It is therefore deemed neessary

to lower the overall uploaded o�set levels for MOS1 CCDs 3 and 5 and MOS2 CCD 5 by 1 ADU

and MOS2 CCD 6 by 2 ADUs. This is done through a orresponding hange in the �xed olumn

o�sets for these CCDs, and is reeted in the new CCFs.

Owing to replanning of revolutions and manual ommanding during observations there is a period

of time in whih the uploaded MOS �xed o�set tables swith betweeen versions; in addition, the
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version used in one observation may di�er from CCD to CCD, i.e. there are ases in whih for the

entral CCD (CCD1) a diferent version is in use than for the peripheral CCDs (CCD2-7). All these

hanges are reeted in the CCFs.

3 Sienti� Impat and Estimated Quality

Regarding the MOS1 CCD1 hot olumn: Owing to the inreased o�set subtrated on board, the

noise level of the hot olumn is substantially lowered. Additionally, the energy of real events deteted

in the olumn will be orretly restored.

Regarding the overall CCD o�sets: The lowering of the overall o�set level will restore the �xed

o�set to the level of the atual CCD o�set. Too high o�sets would result in the loss of events (or

partial event harge) below threshold, whereas too low o�sets would inrease noise above threshold,

potentially reating false events or adding harge to real events.

4 Expeted Updates

Long term CCD noise trends will need to be ompensated through hanges of the �xed o�sets.

5 Test Proedures and Results

Corret funtionality tested with with emhain and empro (SAS version 6.1).


